The Genius of Bob Dylan:
two seminars
•

Part One - From Greenwich Village
to Woodstock.

•

Part Two - No Direction Home

by Mike Fraser BA MSc MPhil
27th April and 4th May 2019 10 -12noon
Berwick Voluntary Centre, Tweed St,
Berwick TD15 1NG

Mike will trace the career, warts and all, of Bob Dylan, one of the
most charismatic and influential cultural figures today. He will play
some key Dylan songs to illustrate the development of his career
from folk singer in Greenwich Village, to the maelstrom of Rock stardom and then the retreat to family life and music -making in Woodstock. Part Two will examine his later work and the controversies surrounding this period. Whether you are a Bobcat or someone wondering what all the fuss is about, come along to join the discussion, but
please don’t shout Judas!

The Genius of Bob Dylan Part One - from Greenwich Village to
Woodstock. For the first of his series of seminars on twentieth
century cultural icons, Mike will play some key Dylan songs to
illustrate the development of his career from folk singer in Greenwich
Village, to the maelstrom of Rock stardom and then the retreat to
family life and music -making in Woodstock. Whether you are a
Bobcat or somebody wondering what all the fuss is about, come
along to join the discussion, but please do not shout Judas!
The Genius of Bob Dylan Part Two - No Direction Home. Since
his incredible burst of creativity in the sixties Dylan has created both
works of genius and some works which can only be described as
dire. Mike will play the Blind Willie McTells and ignore the Wiggle
Wiggles. He will also address the controversies -’Christian Bob’,
‘Plagiarist Bob’ ‘Sinatra Bob’ and of course, ‘Nobel Laureate Bob’.
Are there more ‘Bobs’ to come? Mike has no idea, but he will explain
why Bob ‘murders his back catalogue’ at every concert.
There is no need to have attended Part One to join the discussion in
Part Two

The cost of both lectures is £10 and the cost of one lecture is £6 including
refreshments. All are welcome and no previous knowledge is assumed.
If you supply us with your personal data (name, address or email), we will hold this in accordance with our privacy policy,
available here or by request to BEA, 7 Ravensdowne, Berwick-upon-Tweed TD15 1HX. If you have any queries, please email
berwickea@gmail.com or phone Cian McHugh on 01289 303254

To book online, please click here To book by mail, please fill in the booking form below, and mail to BEA,
7 Ravensdowne, Berwick-upon-Tweed TD15 1HX along with a cheque in favour of BEA.

Name
Address
Tel No
Email
Cheque enclosed £

(Dylan part 1)

(Dylan part 2)

(both parts)

